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You might think that art collecting is a refined hobby and that 
auction houses are stuffy places that attract polite society. Think 
again. 
 
"Art collecting is not a quiet and dignified pursuit, it's hunting," says 
Andrew Gruft who, with his wife Claudia Beck, has spent more than 
30 years establishing their famously eclectic collection. "It's a very 
instinctive emotional thing: 'Shit, that's really great,' is a good 
starting point." Gruft will dish out more delightfully un-snobbish 
advice -- with other local artists, collectors and experts -- at The Art of 
Collecting forum tomorrow, a warm-up to the upcoming Eastside 
Culture Crawl. 
 
Gruft and Beck helped put Vancouver on the international art map by 
focusing on photo-conceptual works and running the Nova Gallery 
from 1976 until 1982. Much of their collection, valued at more than 
$2-million, was recently acquired by the Vancouver Art Gallery. Now, 
with space in their home freed up, the hunt continues. 

 
"Vancouver is one of the great art cities in the world, from the big 
guys like Jeff [Wall] to young artists," says Gruft. "Look at lots of art, 
read about it and go to openings. . . . Get pleasure and fun out of it and 
eventually dip into your pocket." 
 
You don't need a fat wallet to start collecting. Local curator and art 
critic Christopher Brayshaw recommends buying works from Emily 
Carr Institute students, lesser-known artists showing at artist-run 
centres, or galleries like Tracey Lawrence, Catriona Jeffries, Monte 
Clark and State. 



 
"I look for something that excites me and is aesthetically and 
intellectually challenging; some works in my collection bothered me 
at first but they grew on me over time," says Brayshaw, who co-owns 
the non-profit CSA Space gallery. "Be confident with your own 
judgments instead of those of the professional hand-holders, like 
dealers."  
 
Those with bigger budgets or a taste for more traditional art can find 
gems at auctions. "Getting that paddle up to bid can be daunting and 
it's easy to be seduced by a whim," notes David Heffel, president of 
Heffel Gallery. "Before you invest, do your homework. Find an artist 
who holds your passion but has some museum recognition and 
perhaps has a secondary resale market." But, he says, "for successful 
collectors, it's a life-long obsession. Financial gain is just a side 
aspect." 
 
And remember that art comes in many forms. "Don't be afraid to step 
outside the narrow traditional art system," says Naomi Sawada of 
UBC's Morris and Helen Belkin Gallery. She caught the collecting bug 
as a girl, starting with snow globes. She eventually graduated to West 
Coast pottery from the late 1960s and early 70s, and has collected 
ceramics seriously for about 10 years. 
 
Sawada finds treasures at garage and craft sales, farmers' markets 
and the occasional potter's studio sale. "I never thought of myself as 
an art collector because I use the pieces functionally every day and I 
don't plan on selling any of it," she says, admitting she has no clue 
how much she's spent. "My partner says way too much. But this 
passion is not necessarily a conscious thing." 
 
COLLECTING 101: GETTING STARTED 
 
Hunt for treasures at 38 galleries and studios participating in the 
Eastside Culture Crawl, Nov. 18 to 20. Also check out Emily Carr 
Institute's annual Student Art Show + Sale every winter. 



 
Frequent gallery openings and events, including fundraiser auctions. 
Most galleries are on-line and artist-run centres are listed at 
http://www.paarc.ca. Non-profit spaces don't list prices but will 
broker sales or put you directly in touch with the artist. Ask if you 
can try out the work at home first, and inquire about lay-away 
payment plans. 
 
Auction buys can cut price tags by 40 per cent at Canada's top three 
art auction houses: Sotheby's, Waddington's and Heffel. Check their 
websites for local exhibitions and for auctions at other Canadian and 
international locations, you can sign up to bid by phone. 
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